In the 20th Century, every region strives to develop and improve, each in its own way. Some become
financial leaders. Others become centers of learning. Both science and commerce serve to propel
nations toward the future – but toward what kind of future? Growth produces waste, and the greatest
advances may come with the greatest cost to the environment. How will these countries of the world
mitigate the inevitable ecological catastrophes?
Your goal is to improve the quality of life, creating a place where the environment is as healthy as the
economy. Only then can you consider your region to be truly developed.

COMPONENTS
The game consists of six rounds, during which you
oversee the urbanization of your region. Some lands
produce income, some produce scientific research and
others improve the quality of life. Your research allows
you to discover new technologies that will shape the way
your region develops. Science can even help you avert
ecological catastrophes. At the end of each round, your
lands provide you the money and research that you will
need to deal with the challenges of the next round.

• 45 land tiles

You accumulate points each round, based on your
region’s quality of life. At the end of rounds two and
four, you also score bonus points for certain aspects of
your region’s development. At the end of round six, you
will score bonus points based on your region’s income,
research, and environmental quality. The player with the
most points wins, having built the region with the highest
standard of living.

• 95 garbage tokens

• 30 technology tiles
• 1 game board
• 5 player boards
• 1 double-sided technology cost tile
• 1 player figure in each of 5 colors
• 20 citizen tokens in each of 5 colors
• 1 scoring counter in each of 5 colors
• 4 bridges
• 1 technology cost marker
• 1 round counter
• 6 scoring cards: 3 for round two and 3 for round four
• 9 catastrophe cards: 3 for rounds one and two, 3 for
rounds three and four, and 3 for round five
• 94 coin and science point cards
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SETUP
TABLE SETUP

PLAYER SETUP

Place the game board in the center of the table and put the doublesided technology cost tile next to it. It will be needed later in
game. Randomly select one of the round II scoring cards and one
of the round IV scoring cards. Place these on the corresponding
spaces of the game board, face up, so that everyone can see
which cards have been chosen. Put the remaining scoring cards
in the box. They will not be needed in this game.

Each player chooses a color and takes the citizen tokens,
figure, and scoring counter in that color. The player who is most
fastidious about sorting garbage places his or her figure on
the starting player space above the land tiles (the small space,
on the left). The other players place their figures on the larger
space. Each player’s scoring token begins the game on the
0 space of the victory point scoring track.

Note: If this is your first game, or if you are teaching the game to
new players, we recommend playing without these scoring cards.

STARTING LAND
Each player takes a starting land tile and puts
one garbage token and two citizen tokens on it.
The garbage token can go anywhere. The player
places his citizen tokens in the two cities that
produce coins and science points.

LAND AND TECHNOLOGY TILES

One city produces 1 coin and 1 science point. The other
produces 2 coins and 1 science point. So the total is 3 coins
and 2 science points.

Separate the land tiles into four face down stacks, according
to their backs. There should be one stack of starting tiles, one
stack for rounds I and II, one stack for rounds III and IV, and
one stack for round V. Shuffle each stack separately. Place
these stacks near the game board.

citizen
tokens

garbage
token

Do the same with the technology tiles.

PLAYER BOARD
Each player takes a player
board. The player board has
tracks for indicating production
and pollution. Players use
some of their citizen tokens as
markers of these values. Each
player places a token on the 3 coins space to show that his
country produces 3 coins each turn. Each player places a token
on the 2 science points space to show how much science his
country produces. Each country produces no victory points
(yet) so each player places a third token on the victory points
symbol to indicate no point production. Finally, each player
places a token on the 0 space of his pollution indicator.

CATASTROPHE CARDS
Randomly select five catastrophe cards: two labeled I–II, two
labeled III–IV, and one labeled V. Stack them with I–II on top,
III–IV in the middle, and V on the bottom. Put the remaining
catastrophe cards in the box. They will not be used in this game.

Note: No one should know which catastrophe cards are in the
stack. Do not look at the cards that are returned to the box.

COIN AND SCIENCE POINT CARDS
Each player begins the game with 10 coins and
10 science points, represented by coin cards and
science point cards. These cards are kept secret
from the other players. The remaining cards form
the bank. Players can make change at any time.
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starting coin cards

COURSE OF THE GAME
Deal out new land tiles, face up, from the appropriate stack.
(The tiles come in three stacks: one for rounds I and II, one for
rounds III and IV, and one for round V.) Do the same with the
technology tiles.

The game consists of five full rounds and an abbreviated sixth
round. Each full round has five phases:
• Setup
• Land Auction (and Technology Purchase)

Symbols on the board indicate that certain spaces are to be
used only when you have that many players. So in a five-player
game, players deal 8 lands and 6 technologies. In a four-player
game, players deal 6 lands and 5 technologies. In a three-player
game, players deal 5 lands and 4 technologies.

• Preventing Catastrophes
• Upkeep (and Technology Use)
• Production (and Recycling)
Each even-numbered round has a sixth phase:

No new land or technology tiles will be dealt later in the round.
These will be the only tiles available this round, and any that are
not purchased will be removed at the beginning of the next round.

• Bonus Scoring
Round VI is abbreviated, consisting only of Upkeep, Production,
and the final Bonus Scoring.

Reveal the top card from the catastrophe deck and place it face
up on the appropriate space of the game board.
Prices go up twice during the game. At the beginning of
round III, cover up the technology cost space with the doublesided technology cost tile, so that the 3 coin side is up. At
the beginning of round V, flip the card over so that the 4 coin
side is up. The coin symbol indicates the minimum cost of
a land tile.

PHASE 1: SETUP
Move the round counter to the space corresponding to the new
round. Players’ figures should already be on the spaces above
the land auction section of the game board. For round I, the
starting player is determined as per the setup rules on page 2.
For later rounds, the starting player is the one who got the worst
catastrophe in the previous round.
small space for
starting player‘s
figure

The cost of technology is indicated by the position of the
technology cost marker. Place it on the appropriate space of the
technology cost indicator. (In rounds I and II, the technology cost
indicator is the one printed on the game board. The indicator
for later rounds is printed on the double-sided technology cost
tile.) For a four- or five-player game, the marker is placed all the
way to the left. For a three-player game, the marker begins the
round on the second space from the left. Technologies will get
cheaper during the land auction, as explained below.

larger space
for remaining
players‘ figures

If any land tiles, technology tiles, or catastrophe cards are left
on the board from the previous round, remove them. They will
not be needed again in this game: can return them to the box.
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PHASE 2: LAND AUCTION
(AND TECHNOLOGY PURCHASE)

the previous land will have a chance to bid on the new land,
pass on it, or drop out. The winner of each auction becomes
the starting player for the next, and the auctions continue until
all players have dropped out.

Land is auctioned off to the highest bidder. Players may acquire
one or more land tiles during this phase. Each player also gets
one chance to purchase one technology after dropping out of
the land auction.

The starting player can choose to drop out instead of picking
the next land to auction. If the starting player does not have
enough coins to make the minimum bid, he or she must drop
out instead of picking a land. When the starting player drops
out instead of picking a land, the new starting player will be the
next player in clockwise order who has not dropped out. The
new starting player then has the option of picking a land (and
making an opening bid) or dropping out.

BIDDING ON LAND TILES
The starting player (the on the left space) chooses the first land
up for auction and moves it to the auction square (underneath
the technology cost indicator). The starting player must also
make the opening bid. The minimum opening bid is depicted
beside the technology cost indicator (2 coins in rounds one and
two, 3 coins in rounds three and four, and 4 coins in round five)
but the starting player may open higher if he or she wishes.

If a player is the only player who has not dropped out, he may
acquire as many of the remaining land tiles as he wants, for the
minimum price. Do not forget, however, that additional lands
come with additional garbage.

DROPPING OUT AND PURCHASING
A TECHNOLOGY TILE

All players in the auction then take turns bidding, beginning with
the player on the starting player’s left and proceeding clockwise.
On a player’s turn to bid, he has three options:

When a player drops out of the land auction, he gets a chance
to purchase a technology tile. There are two time when he can
drop out:

1. Bid a higher number of coins;
2. Pass on the current land tile; or

• when it is his turn to bid on the current land tile

3. Drop out of the land auction (and possibly purchase a
technology).

• when he is the starting player and it is time for him to
pick the next land tile to be auctioned.

Bidding continues around the table, so that each player
(including the starting player) may raise the bid multiple times.

If a player passes on a land tile, he does not get a chance to
drop out until it is his turn to make a bid on the next land tile
or choose new land tile for auction.

If a player passes, he cannot bid on that land tile later, but he
does get a chance to bid on the next tile. If he drops out, he
cannot bid on any more land tiles this round. If he does not
have enough coins to beat the previous bid, he must either pass
or drop out; he cannot bid more coins than he actually has.

When a player drops out, he moves his figure to one of the
spaces below the technology cost indicator. (The last player
to drop out gets the starting player space. All other players’
figures go on the larger space.) A player can buy any one of the
available technologies by paying the number of science points
indicated by the technology cost marker. This is a player’s only
chance to buy a technology this round.

Once all other players have passed or dropped out, the player
who bid the highest does the following:
• pays the stated number of coins to the bank,

Order is important. The first player to drop out gets first choice
of the technologies. Note that the technology cost marker moves
to the right only after a land is won in auction, so everyone who
drops out during the same land’s auction will pay the same price
for a new technology. People who drop out after a few lands
have been auctioned will have a cheaper price for technologies.
In the end, every player will drop out of the land auction (either
because of lack of funds, lack of lands, or lack of interest) so
each player will get one chance to buy a technology every round.

• places the auctioned land near his or her other land tiles,
• moves the technology cost marker one space to the right
(unless it is already on the rightmost space)
• places one of his or her citizen tokens on the newly
acquired land tile
• places one or more garbage tokens on the land tile,
• becomes the new starting player for the next auction this
round.

When a player buys a new technology tile, he pays the required
number of science points to the bank and takes the tile. Most
technologies have an immediate ecological impact, indicated
by one or more symbols in the upper left corner:

A player gets one garbage token on the first land he acquires
this round, two on the second, three on the third, etc. The
amount depends only on the number of land tiles you have
bought this round, not on your total number of land tiles.

Take the indicated number of garbage tokens and place
them next to your land tiles. (The player will place this
garbage on his land during Upkeep.)

Note that decisions about where to attach the land and where
to place the citizen token are not made until later in the round,
during the Upkeep phase.

Moves his pollution marker (on his player board) one
space to the left.

The new starting player chooses the next land to put up for
auction and makes an opening bid. Players who dropped out of
the land auction cannot participate, but those who passed on

Moves his pollution marker one space to the right.
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A technology’s immediate ecological impact happens only once
during the game: immediately after you acquire the technology
tile.

PHASE 3:
PREVENTING CATASTROPHES

There is a limit to how good or bad a player’s environmental
quality can be. If a
or
would move his marker off the
end of the pollution indicator, just leave the marker where it is.

At the end of the Land Auction phase, all players’ figures are
below the technology cost indicator and beside the catastrophe
card. Now it is time to start dealing with these catastrophes.

Some technologies (the ones with buildings and railroad tracks)
are institutions that are attached to a player’s country during
Upkeep. Some give a player an ability that only he can use once.
Some give a player an ability he can use every turn. Complete
information on technologies is included in the Technologies
chapter (starting on page 10).

In a five-player game, all five columns of the catastrophe card
apply. In a four-player game, ignore the column labeled for five
players
. In a three-player game, ignore
g
that column and
the column labeled for four players
. To make this more
clear, use tokens from the leftover colors to cover up these
columns on the card.

Example

Most columns have garbage
or pollution
icons – or
both! Each
icon represents one garbage token tthat is
acquired by the “winner” of the catastrophe. Each
icon
requires the “winner” to move his or her pollution marker
one space to the left. This means that the first column of the
catastrophe card is the full force of the catastrophe, while the
last column (the empty one) represents efforts that completely
avert the catastrophe.

Blue begins the bidding in round one. He moves a land to the
auction square and bids 2 coins. Green bids 3. Yellow passes.
Blue decides to pass, and Green wins the auction. She moves the
technology cost marker one space to the right. She pays 3 coins,
takes the land, and puts 1 green token and 1 garbage token on it.
Green chooses the next land for auction. Yellow ends up winning
the auction with a bid of 5. Yellow moves the technology cost
marker one space to the right. Yellow pays 5 coins, takes the
land, and puts 1 yellow token and 1 garbage token on it.

The player who dropped out of the land auction last should have
placed his or her figure on the starting player space. This player
opens the bidding on catastrophes by choosing a column and
bidding a certain number of science points for it.

Yellow gets to choose the next land. Yellow opens with a bid
of 5 coins (which is all he has left). Blue bids 6. Green bids 7.
Yellow cannot bid higher. Instead of passing, he chooses to
drop out. He moves his figure to the bigger space below the
technology tiles and buys one of them for 1 science point. Blue
passes on the land tile, so Green wins it for 7. Green moves
the technology cost marker one space to the right. Green pays
7 coins, takes the land, and puts 1 green token and 2 garbage
tokens on it.

Bidding continues around the table, clockwise. To indicate a
bid, a player places his figure on the corresponding number in
that column. The minimum bid is 0 and the maximum is 25. A
player cannot bid more science points than he can pay. When a
player bids on a column that already has a figure in it, he must
iggheer bid.
bid.
d
make a h
higher

Green has no coins left, so she has to drop out of the auction.
She places her figure beside Yellow’s and chooses a technology.
(Which she gets for free.)
Blue is the only player left in the auction. He can buy both
remaining lands at the minimum price: 2 coins each. Order is
important because the first land purchased will have 1 garbage
token and the second will have 2. Once all the lands are gone,
Blue has no choice but to drop out. The technology cost marker
is all the way on the right end of the track, so Blue can get any
one of the remaining technology tiles for free. Then he moves
his figure to the starting player space under the technology
tiles. Blue will start the bidding on catastrophes.

Yellow is the starting player. He chooses the rightmost
column. Green chooses the middle column. Red wants
the same column as Yellow, so she overbids him. Blue
also wants that column, so he overbids both of them.

CONSOLATION
In certain cases, it can happen that a player wins none of the
round’s auctions and gets no new lands. To compensate for this
misfortune, the player receives money from the bank: 4, 5, or
6 coins, depending on the round. (Take the minimum land tile
price and add 2.)

After each player has placed his or her figure on the bidding
tracks, bidding continues, in clockwise order, until there is only
one figure in each available column. On a player’s turn, there
are two possibilities:
1. His figure marks the highest bid for that column. In this
case, play passes to the left. He cannot change columns unless
someone overbids him.

Note that even a player with no coins will have a chance to
purchase a technology tile when he or she drops out of the
auction.

In our previous example, if it would be Blue‘s
or Green‘s turn, they would have to pass.
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2. His figure is below one or more other figures in that
column. In this case, he must make a new bid. He may choose
any column (including his current column) as long as he makes
the highest bid on that column.

ATTACHING NEW LANDS
AND INSTITUTIONS
Next players add their your newly acquired lands (and
institutions) to their region. Tiles are placed in a grid. Each tile
has four possible orientations, and they may use any one of
them. Each new tile should connect to a tile already in place,
either edge-to-edge or corner-to-corner. They may attach new
tiles in any order. Railroad tracks leaving the edge of one tile
are not required to match up with tracks on another tile.
If a player acquired a new institution (a technology tile with
buildings and railroad tracks) he adds it to his region as though
it were another land tile.

Yellow can select any of the
highlighted spaces. (The
darkened column is not
used in a 4-player game.)

PLACING NEW CITIZENS

Now Green is playing.
She can select any of
highlighted spaces.

While attaching new land tiles, a player needs to decide where
his new citizens will work. Each land comes with one citizen
token, but many lands have two cities. His new citizen can
only work in one of them. Choose the city wisely because it is
difficult to move the citizen token later.

When there is exactly one figure in each available column,
bidding ends. Pay the promised science points to the bank, and
collect the results of your chosen catastrophe.

The icons indicate what the city produces when it is occupied
by a citizen token. No city may have more than one token, but
some cities will have no token. Cities can produce coins, science
points, and victory points. Some cities have recycling centers,
which can be used during the Production phase. Unoccupied
cities produce nothing, and their recycling centers do not work.

For each
icon, the player takes one garbage token and place
it in front of him.
For each
icon, the player moves his your pollution marker one
space to the left (unless the marker is already as far left as it can go).

Note that newly acquired citizens are not free to work in any city
in the region. They have to work in a city on the tile that they
came with (at least for now).

The leftmost column is the worst catastrophe. The player who
“wins” this mess will open the land auction next round.

USING TECHNOLOGIES

PHASE 4: UPKEEP
(AND TECHNOLOGY USE)

Once you have all your new garbage assigned to land tiles, all
your new citizens assigned to cities, and all you new land (and
institution) tiles added to your region, you can use any special
abilities that your technologies give you. For example, if you
have a locomotive, you may transport a citizen token at this
time. See the Technology chapter for details.

To speed play, all players can deal with upkeep simultaneously.
However, if one player wants to base his or her decisions
on the actions of the others, players should handle upkeep
sequentially, beginning with the player in the leftmost column,
and continuing clockwise.

UPDATING PRODUCTION INDICATORS
Finally, a player needs to update his production indicators to
reflect his current production of coins, science points, and
victory points. There is no upper limit to production. If he
produces more than 10 of something, he denotes this with
multiple tokens:

PLACING NEW GARBAGE
First, a player needs to place any garbage tokens that he
got this round (from his new technology and his ecological
catastrophe). Garbage tokens are always placed on land tiles,
not on institution tiles. The garbage he accumulated this round
should be placed on land tiles that he acquired this round, but
he may choose how much goes on each tile. If he acquired no
new land tiles this round, he places his new garbage tokens on
the lands that are already a part of his region.

Example: To indicate an income of 23 coins, put 2 tokens on
the 10 space and one token on the 3 space.

A garbage token’s exact location on its tile doesn’t matter (but
try not to cover up cities, railroads, or production icons). Unlike
a citizen token, the garbage token belongs to the entire land
tile, not to any particular city.

At any point during the game, it is possible to verify the values
shown on the production indicators by counting the icons
produced by each occupied city in the country. However, the
indicators should be kept up-to-date so that you do not waste
time re-counting.

Note that it is only garbage from technologies and catastrophes
that is distributed at this time. The garbage that came with land
tiles a player purchased must remain on those tiles (for now).
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center between the two tiles.

PHASE 5: PRODUCTION
(AND RECYCLING)
In this phase, the players’ occupied cities produce the indicated
number of coins, science points, and victory points. Since
players just counted these values at the end of the Upkeep
phase, the indicators on the players boards should tell them
how much they get of each. They also get a chance to use
functional recycling centers at this time.

The recycling center can
remove this garbage.

GETTING CARDS AND SCORING POINTS
From the bank, take coin cards to represent the number
of coins produced. Do the same with science point cards.
(Reminder: players can make change at any time.) Next, players
move their score counters ahead one space for each victory
point produced.

This recycling center has no
citizens to make it work.
It cannot remove any
garbage.

Example
After Upkeep, Red’s production indicators look like this:
The recycling center can remove this garbage.

The rail link connects the garbage to the other tile,
but not to the tile‘s recycling center.
This garbage cannot be removed.

Red gets cards equal to 12 coins and 7 science points from the
bank. Red moves her scoring counter ahead 8 spaces on the
scoring track.

The lower two tiles are adjacent, but the rail link
between the two tiles doesn‘t go far enough.
The garbage cannot be removed.

RECYCLING
The Production phase is also the players’ chance to use their
functional recycling centers. Only recycling centers in occupied
cities are functional. Each functional recycling center can
remove 1 garbage token. The garbage token must meet one of
the following criteria:

The upper right tile shares a corner with
recycling center tile. That is not good enough.
The garbage cannot be removed.
Once a player has taken care of his production and recycling,
move his figure back to the game board’s land auction section
to show that he is ready for the next round. The player who got
the worst (leftmost) catastrophe moves to the starting player
space. All other players move to the larger space.

• Either the token must be on the same land tile as the
recycling center;
• Or the token must be on a land tile adjacent to the recycling
center and there must be direct rail link to the recycling
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ROUND SIX BONUS SCORING

PHASE 6: BONUS SCORING

The bonus scoring at the end of round six
is always the same, even for your first
game.

Victory points produced by players’ cities are scored every
round during Production. However, at the end of rounds II, IV,
and VI, players also score bonus points.
The scoring cards were selected at random at the beginning of
the game. They should be kept on the game board face up, so
that players know the bonus criteria from the very beginning.

• Each land tile with no garbage scores a player 2, 3, or
4 victory points, as determined by his pollution marker.
(Technology tiles do not count as land tiles.)

Note: We recommend playing your first game without the
scoring cards for rounds two and four. In this simplified game,
you will still produce victory points during Production, but you
will not have any bonus scoring until the end of the game.

• Each land tile with 1 garbage token is neutral and gives a
player no bonus or penalty.
• Each land tile with more than 1 garbage token gives a
player a steep penalty:

ROUND TWO SCORING CARDS

• 2 garbage tokens is -5;

You score one victory point for each coin
and each science point that your cities
produced this round (as shown on your
indicators).

• 3 garbage tokens is -10;
• 4 garbage tokens is -15;
• etc.
• A player scores victory points for environmental
o
quality
or takes penalties for pollution
, as shown by the
number under his pollution marker.

You score one victory point for each
victory point you have gained in the first
two rounds (so you double the number of
victory points you currently have)

Players also score points for being better than their
opponents at commerce and science. All players reveal their
coin cards. The player with the most coins gets 8 points. The
player with the second most gets 5 points. The third player gets
3 points. The fourth player gets 1 point. To score any points,
players have to have at least 1 coin.

You score 6 victory points for each land
tile that has no garbage tokens.
(Technology tiles do not count as land
tiles.)

The player with the fewest coins always scores 0 points for
commerce. So in a four-player game, you only award the
bonuses 8, 5, and 3. In a three-player game, you award the
bonuses 8 and 5.

ROUND FOUR SCORING CARDS
You score 2 victory points for each
functional recycling center. You also
score one victory point for each coin that
your cities produced this round.

After scoring points for coins, reveal science point cards and
score them in the same way.
In case of ties, add up the points in question and divide them
by the number of tied players, rounding down, as shown in this
example:

If your pollution
p
marker is on a space
with a
symbol, you score the
indicated number of points. If not, you
score no points (but you get no penalties
at this time). Either way, you also score
one victory point for each victory point your cities produced this
round. (So the amount shown on your victory points indicator
gets scored twice in round four: once during Production and
once during this Bonus Scoring.)

Green and Blue have 17 coins, Red has 12, and Yellow has 7.
Green and Blue are tied for the first two places. They split 13
points (8 + 5 =13) two ways, so each gets 6 (and the remaining
point is not scored). Red scores 3 victory points for commerce.
Yellow gets nothing.
Yellow has 12 science points, while Red, Blue, and Green each
have 9. Yellow scores 8 victory points for having the most
science. The other three players have to divide 8 points (5+3=8),
so they get 2 each (and 2 points are lost to rounding).

Each land tile (not technology tile) with
no garbage gives you 2, 3, or 4 victory
points, depending on the location of your
pollution marker. (The pollution indicator
is divided into three sections.) For each
garbage token in your country, move your scoring counter back
one point. You score one victory point for each science point
that your cities produced this round.

Note that these bonus points are scored by comparing the
cards remaining in players’ hands, not by comparing production
indicators.
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The Bonus Scoring at the end of round six is according to the
scoring card printed on the game board. This is explained in
detail in the previous section.

ROUND SIX
Round six is shorter. Skip the land and catastrophe bidding and
go straight to Upkeep. So round six has three phases:

END OF THE GAME

• Upkeep (Technology Use)
• Partial Production (and Recycling)

After the round six bonus points are scored, the game ends.

• Bonus Scoring

WINNING THE GAME

Since players get no new tiles, the only thing players do during
Upkeep is use their technologies.

The winner is the player with the most victory points. Break ties
in favor of the player with the fewest garbage tokens. (If players
are still tied, there are multiple winners.)

In round six, players get no new coins or science points during
Production. However, they do produce victory points, as normal,
and they have one last chance to use their recycling centers.

TECHNOLOGY
There are three types of technology:
1. Institutions (which look like land tiles with buildings and
railroad tracks).
2. Single–Use Technologies (which have an illustration inside
a glowing white square frame).

C
A

3. Multiple–Use Technologies (which have an illustration
inside a grey square frame).

Note: There are a couple of mixed technology tiles with both
single and multiple-use technologies on them. You should treat
each technology on these tiles separately.

D

B

INSTITUTIONS

This country produces 4 coins, 8 science points, and
1 victory point. The laboratory increases science
point production in cities A and B. They each produce
3. City C only produces 2 because it is not connected
to the laboratory by a railroad. City D is connected,
but it produces no science points by itself, so it does
not get the bonus.

Institutions are either mines (increasing coin production),
laboratories (increasing science point production), or hospitals
(increasing victory point production). A newly acquired institution
is added to players’ region during Upkeep, according to the rules
for attaching new land tiles. However, for scoring purposes, the
institution does not count as a land tile. An institution never has
citizen tokens or garbage tokens on it. Railroads cannot transport
garbage through an institution tile (citizens can be transported,
as explained below, in the section on locomotives).

F

Institutions do not produce coins, science points, or victory
points directly. Instead, they can improve the production of a
city on an adjacent tile. To get the production bonus depicted
on the technology tile, the city must be occupied by a citizen
token. A city does not get a production bonus for something
that it cannot produce by itself. The city and the institution
must be on adjacent tiles and connected by a rail link that
does not go through any other cities. However, if two cities are
connected to an adjacent institution by a rail link that forks
before visiting any city, then both can get the production bonus.

E
This country produces 3 coins, 4 science points, and
0 victory points. City E cannot get the bonus for the
laboratory because the rail link goes through another city.
City F gets the bonus and produces 2 science points.
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SINGLE–USE TECHNOLOGIES
These technologies are not connected to your region’s land tiles.
You keep them near your player board. The Bridge, Workers,
and Sorting technologies can only be used once. The Park
technology has only a one-time ecological impact.

WORKERS

This bridge is illegal because it is on two tiles.

A medical advance allows you to increase
your country’s population. Put one of your
citizen tokens on this technology tile. During
any round’s Upkeep phase, you may place this
citizen token in any unoccupied city in your
country. This is a single-use technology; it
only gives you 1 token, not one each round.
However, the token you get is permanent. Once
placed, it is just like all the others in your country.

Both bridges were placed during a single Upkeep phase.
Now the player can use a locomotive (see below) to move
the citizen token on the left land tile to the unoccupied city
on the right land tile. (Or move the other token from the
right to the left.)

BRIDGE
Your engineers build a bridge. Take a bridge
and place it on this technology tile. During
any round’s Upkeep phase, you may add the
new bridge to your railroad system, as explained below. This
is a single–use technology; it only gives you one bridge. Once
the bridge is placed, it becomes a permanent part of the
countryside; it cannot be moved later.
A bridge functions like an additional railroad track. When the
bridge is placed, it must conform to the following rules:
1. The bridge must be entirely on one tile (land tile or
institution tile).
2. The bridge must be straight (but it can have any length).
3. The bridge cannot cross railroad tracks or cities (but it
can end at a track or a city).

Without the bridge, the hospital only benefits one city.
In both examples, one bridge allows two cities to get the
production bonus from the hospital.

SORTING
Your social engineers have developed
a recycling campaign. During any round’s Upkeep
phase, you may remove 1 garbage token from
any one land tile. It can only be used once per Upkeep phase.
It is not possible to pay extra to remove more garbage.

This bridge allows the recycling center on the right land tile
to eliminate the garbage token on the left land tile.

PARK
Unlike other single-use technologies, the park
does not have an ability that you can use once.
Instead, it has an immediate ecological impact
(indicated by the
in the upper left corner).

The bridge allows the laboratory to increase each city‘s
science point production by 1.
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GARBAGE TRANSPORT

MULTIPLE–USE TECHNOLOGIES

Trains are wonderful, but sometimes you need
garbage trucks. This technology allows you to
move 1 garbage token from any land tile to
any other land tile in your region, regardless of distance or
rail links. You can use it once per Upkeep phase. Remember:
Upkeep happens before Production (and Recycling) so the
garbage token you move can be recycled later this round.

These technologies are not connected to your region’s land
tiles. You keep them near your player board. They give you a
special ability that you can use once during each Upkeep phase.

LOCOMOTIVE
You have developed a passenger rail line. This
is the only way to move a citizen token once it
has been placed in a city. During each Upkeep
phase, the locomotive allows you to move one
citizen token to an unoccupied city. The two
cities must be connected by railroad tracks (or
bridges) that do not go through any other city.
The connection may pass through one or more
institution tiles.

RECYCLING
Your scientists have developed new recycling
technology. During each round’s Upkeep phase,
you may pay the indicated cost to remove
1 garbage token from any land tile. (The
technology only allows you to remove 1 garbage
token per round; you cannot pay extra to remove
more garbage.) You can use this technology
even if you have no functional recycling centers.
Remember: Upkeep happens before Production, so plan to keep
enough in reserve to pay for this ability.

These are three examples of legal relocations
using the locomotive.

ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP
Sometimes technology really can solve your
problems. This technology allows you to pay the
indicated cost to move your pollution marker
one space to the right. It can only be used once
per Upkeep phase. It is not possible to pay extra
and move the marker more spaces. Remember:
Upkeep happens before Production, so plan to
keep enough in reserve to pay for this ability.

QUALITY OF LIFE
This technology provides a way to improve your
country’s standard of living, for a price. Once
per Upkeep phase, you can pay the indicated
cost for the indicated number of victory points. It is not possible
to pay more for extra victory points, and it is not possible to
pay part of the cost to get a partial benefit. Remember: Upkeep
happens before Production, so plan to keep enough in reserve
to pay for this ability.

Multiple locomotives allow you to make multiple moves.

A

C
B

NOTE ON ROUND FIVE TECHNOLOGIES
It may seem that round five is too late to be investing in multipleuse technologies, but remember that a multiple-use technology
acquired in round five can be used twice: once during round
five and once during round six.

It is not legal to move the citizen token from city A to city
C because the rail link goes through city B. (Even if city B
were unoccupied, this would not be legal.) However, if you
have 2 locomotives, you can move the token at B to C, then
move the token at A to B in the same round, which achieves
the desired result.
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